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1. Protective Cap

2. Key to replace the roller head

3. Roller head

4. OPEN OFF ON

5. Battery cover

ELECTRIC FOOT SMOOTHER

NAIL & SKIN SHAPER .

Please read this instruction carefully before use

PL023 Electric Foot Smoother and Nail& Skin Shaper

Prospera Corporation 

448 Commerce Way 

Livermore, CA 94551 

Tel: (925) 292-5978

sales@prosperacorp.com
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Size：7"x3"1.5"( L x W x H )

Operating Temperature：0～40°      Storage Temperature：0～60°    

 Storage Humidity：0～60%RH

1. Remove the protective roller cover before use.

2. Ensure that the roller head is securely inserted into the unit. Do not 

use without the roller head attached.

3. Turn on the unit by twisting the battery cover to “ON” and gently glide

the roller head over hard skin and the dead skin will gradually exfoliate.

Use only on dry skin. Do not press too hard, or the unit will stop.

4. Turn off and check if you have achieved the softness you desire. lf

not, turn on and repeat until the level of smoothness is obtained. 

Warning: Do not use in the same area for more than 3-4 seconds at

a time. Stop if skin becomes sore or inflamed.

5. Once your feet are starting to resemble smooth, happy feet again,

breathe a sigh of relief.

6. Turn the unit off by twisting the battery cover to “OFF” .

7. Wipe or rinse feet to remove excess dead skin particles.

8. Thoroughly dry feet.

9. Apply moisturiser and massage your smooth feet!

Regular Usage

1. Twist the battery cover clockwise to “OPEN” .

2. Remove the battery cover from the unit and remove the used batteries.

3. lnsert 4 new AA batteries in the directions indicated on the unit.

4. Twist the battery cover counter-clockwise to “OFF” .

5. Do not mix old and new batteries or alkaline and standard batteries.

Changing the Batteries Cleaning after use

The Electric foot  smoother is waterproof. You can detach and wash the 

roller head and clean the surface too.

1. Turn the unit off.

2. Remove the roller from the unit by pressing the eject button on the 

side of the unit and gently pulling the roller away from the unit.

3. Rinse the roller head under the tap.

4. Clean the body of the unit with a clean damp cloth.

5. Dry both the roller head and unit with a clean dry cloth.

6. Replace the roller and the protective cover.

Changing the Roller Head

Replace the roller head when you find it becomes less effective. 

Use only Prospera Roller Heads with this product.

1. Ensure that the unit is turned off.

2. Remove the roller head from the unit by pressing the eject button on

the side of the unit and gently pulling the roller away from the unit.

3. Replace the new roller into the unit by pressing in the pins on either 

side of the roller head and inserting the head into the device.

4. Check that the roller head is securely attached to the device before use.

Product  Inst ruct ion

The Prospera Foot Smoother buffs away hard skin on your feet, and rough skin in other 

body areas in just a few minutes.  You will feel so smooth and  beautiful afterwards.  Touch  

and Can you feel it? This electronic  device is easy to use, just turn at the indicated line, 

and the device is turned on. Move the foot smoother back and forward once or twice in 

the area to remove dead or rough skin.  We .include one coarse and one fine replaceable 

heads to help you to manage and shape nail and other body skin areas effectively. 




